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Unaxis and UCF get together
Unaxis Wafer Processing is part-
nering the University of Central
Florida (UCF) in advanced
optics development at the col-
lege’s School of Optics Micro-
Photonics Laboratory. R&D
will be performed on Unaxis’
Shuttleline system and provide
UCF with the capability to fab-
ricate complex micro-optical
elements, using wafer based
manufacturing techniques.
“Unaxis’ system allows us to
etch complex micro-optics
with both nano and micron-
scale features for a wide range
of research applications,” says
Dr Eric Johnson,Assistant
Professor of Optics at the
School of Optics/CREOL at
UCF.
Ed Ostan, director of Unaxis’
Etch Strategic Business Unit,
says:“The UCF partnership has
allowed us to enhance our etch
technology to better meet the
future requirements of photon-
ic applications . . .”
MKS making moves
MKS Instruments Inc intro-
duces Liquozon Smart
Ozonated Water Delivery
System, delivering ultra-pure
ozonated water (DIO3) for
wafer and substrate cleaning
during integrated circuit and
thin film processing.
Designed specifically for
cleaning applications, the
system provides a small foot-
print, low gas and DI water
consumption, easy installa-
tion and enhanced technolo-
gy. It is the latest addition to
MKS’ family of ultra-clean
dissolved ozone delivery sys-
tems, which provide an
environmentally friendly
alternative to conventional
process chemicals used in
wet wafer cleaning and
oxide growth applications.
The self-contained system
generates ultra-pure ozonated
water at the point of use,
eliminating the need for
chemical storage.The system
does not generate NOx, a
source of contamination and
possible attack of metal pip-
ing. It delivers high and 
accurate dissolved ozone
concentrations (up to 50
liters/minute). Residual ozone
that does not dissolve is 
converted back to oxygen
before it is released to the
exhaust.The system is virtual-
ly maintenance-free with an
MTBF greater than 20,000
hours.
In other news, MKS
announced it has moved its
corporate headquarters
from Andover, Mass. to 90
Industrial Way,Wilmington,
Mass. 01887, one of its larg-
er operating facilities.The
headquarters phone number
has changed to 978-284-
4000. John Bertucci, chair-
man, CEO and president of
MKS, says:“This move pro-
vides additional space for
key functions of a major
product group in the
Andover operating facility
while making better use of
office space in the
Wilmington operating 
facility.”
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